**BIGGER MONEY BASS™**
RAW iGaming

**GAME DETAILS**

**RTP:** Game IDs:
- 95.52% - BIGGERMONEYBASS4J3
- 94.52% - BIGGERMONEYBASSIV9
- 90.05% - BIGGERMONEYBASSIE5

**Max Multiplier:** up to 5,000x your bet

**Reels:** 5x4

**Paylines:** Ways

Bigger Money Bass the new, improved and even more exciting outing of one of our most popular game themes and introduces our brand-new Bass coin collection mechanic on paid spins.

In its beautiful new inland lake setting, Bigger Money Bass delivers even bigger wins in its core ‘hold and re-spin’ feature. We also introduce fun new characters including the star of the game, ‘Tommy Mctackler’, his seafaring canine companion, ‘Hooky’, and lazy ‘Dinghy Dan’ (who is prone to the occasional electric eel attack).

**GAME FEATURES**

**Bass Cash Collector** - look out for cash wins in this this cool new feature when any golden Cash multiplier symbols land on the panel in conjunction with the Collect symbol.

Any wins with fish symbol can trigger the Hold & Respin feature, with each fish having a multiplier of up to 6x, and 4 random power ups that further boost the win potential:

- **Fish Bombing** – Tommy calls in an airstrike to collect multipliers to his boat from the fish it clears from the panel.
- **Catch a Fish** – Tommy drops his line to catch a random fish, collecting its multiplier to his boat.
- **Berserker Fish** – When a fish breaks from Tommy’s line it swims away to gobble up several other fish, collecting their multipliers and freeing up symbol positions for more fish.
- **Ballistic Bass** – An angry bass zips across the screen, steals the worm, forcing a re-bait which resets the re-spins counter.
- **Power Up** – The power-up fish zaps Dan, making him lose count and increase the maximum remaining spins by 1.

At the end of the feature, the player wins their bet times the boat multiplier times the total of all fish multipliers, to reel in some off-the-scales big wins.

On top of that, look out for when 2 or more Cash symbols land on the panel in conjunction with the Collection symbol. When that happens, you get paid the sum of all the cash symbol multipliers times your stake.

**Bonus Rush®** - Why wait for the bonus round, rush straight into the action with Bonus Rush®. It’s simple, choose your bonus, set your desired bet and start the action. Once started the bonus game plays out directly.

**Clusterspin®** - Increase your wins with Clusterspin®. Will you have a winning or losing round? Make extra cash either way. Play the Clusterspin® game and win extra, up to 1,000x your bet on top of your normal gameplay.

**Network Release date**
10th August 2023

Certified for:
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